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No-Man’s land for art

Inspiration, support and show
fill a northern Manhattan nabe

BY KEREN SCHULTZ
DAILY NEWS WRITER

LIKE THE ACRONYM for its
downtown artistic counterpart,
maybe this stretch of northern
Manhattan will soon be called
NoMan.

As SoHo and its environs
spurred early art movements, art-
ists taking advantage of lower
rents in northern Manhattan are
now finding more places in their
nabe to nurture their talents.

Recently the Northern Manhat-
tan Arts Alliance formed as an
umbrella for local art organiza-
tions, many of them sponsors of

the fifth annual Uptown Arts
Stroll, a 16-day program that
runs through this Saturday.

Anyone can visit its 20 loca-
tions throughout the Washington
Heights-Inwood area, where visu-
al artists are displaying photo-
graphs, neighborhood portraits
and bright subway panels.

Also, performance art is being
featured through short films,
dance, music and the spoken
word — all reflecting facets of
northern Manhattan life.

“I had the original idea for this
after walking around in Chelsea
and talking about showing my art

there. Then I thought, I’d much
rather do it in my own neighbor-
hood,” said Mike Fitelson, the or-
ganizer of the Uptown Arts Stroll.

At the Alianza Dominicana
headquarters on Amsterdam Ave.
near 181st St. area artists exhibit
“Visions of Northern Manhattan,”
an eclectic collection of land-
scape photographs exploring so-
cial justice causes and powerful
abstract portraits examining Do-
minican identity.

Steven Day, a photographer
originally from California, dis-
plays a photo perspective on old
high-rise bridge apartments built
in the 1960s, part of his “Upper
City” portfolio.

Another artist who goes by the
single name Demostina or Demo
came from the Dominican Repub-

lic as a child. She now explores in
vibrant oil and acrylic what it
means to be Dominican in Wash-
ington Heights.

Fitelson is particularly proud
of Craig Barrack, who has never
shown any of his landscape water-
colors and pastels before the Arts
Stroll. His art will next be shown
at OK Harris gallery in Chelsea.

“I’ve been in Inwood all these
years and I didn’t realize how
many artists there were in In-
wood — it’s something — it really
is exciting,” said Barrack.

Art styles in upper Manhattan
range from the traditional brush-
on-canvas to Web sites and MyS-
pace online pages, said Debralee
Santos, project manager for the
Casa Duarte Cultural and Per-
forming Arts Center, an initiative
that supports the area’s diverse
arts community.

“It’s exciting and challenging.
Daunting, really, in that the com-
munity is so rich in talent, life,
movement and culture, and you
want to do your absolute best to
get it all out there,” said Santos.

Servicing this mix of older and
younger generations and finding
a connection between the classi-
cal and digital worlds is part of
what Casa Duarte seeks to ad-
dress, Santos said. “Northern
Manhattan has always been an
immigrant community — and a
lot of people are immigrating
now from downtown,” Fitelson
said with a laugh. “I’ve always
been interested in how art is used
as a bridge, and there are many
bridges over here.”

Visitors can find a program
schedule for the 2007 Uptown
Arts Stroll at www.artstroll.com.

Minerva Gueuero views
artwork at Alianza Do-
minicana in Washington
Heights. Photo by Enid
Alvarez/Daily News
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Free Ads: Free ads placed in this section are not guaranteed to run every week.
Be sure to renew your ad frequently to keep it fresh.
Guidelines: Personals are for adults 18 or over seeking monogamous relation-
ships. To ensure your safety, carefully screen all responses and have first meetings
occur in a public place. This publication reserves the right to edit, revise, or reject
any advertisement at any time at its sole discretion and assumes no responsibility
for the content of or replies to any ad. Not all ads have corresponding voice mes-
sages. To review our complete guidelines, call (617) 425-2636

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:
Answer an ad:
1. Note the ! number listed in the ad 

2. Call 1-900-378-7900
It’s only $2.29/minute. Must be 18+,
or:
Call 1-800-517-9924, and use a 
major credit or debit card 

3. Follow the instructions to listen to 
the advertiser’s voicemail greeting

4. Leave a personal message for 
the advertiser

Place your own ad:
1. Call 1-800-671-9700

2. Answer some simple questions to 
create your ad

3. Record a voicemail greeting

4. Learn how to pick up your messages
– we’ll let you know when new ones
have arrived!

Get more:

" Meet more new people using text
messaging on your cell phone.
Text “dntxt” to 23578 to learn more.

" Chat with local singles right now.
Call 212-419-0006 to learn more.

" Need help? Some tips?
Call 1-617-450-8773

ANY GOOD MEN OUT THERE?
SBF, 56, independent, hard-worker,
likes cooking, shopping and flowers,
seeking a SBM, 56-59, for companion-
ship, maybe more. No head games.
!195792

LOST WITHOUT YOU
SHF, 5’2”, 270lbs, brown/glasses,
seeking a SM, 35-45, honest, kind-
hearted, for friendship first. No head
games.!197658

DOYOU LIKE CHOCOLATE?
SBF, 41, 5’7”, honest, open-minded,
enjoys movies, museums and plays,
seeking SM, 35-44, spontaneous and
gives 100% in all aspects.!199183

IS IT YOU?
SBF, 31, 5’3”, 160lbs, dark-complect-
ed, employed, ISO SM, 30-45, who
appreciates travel, comedy clubs,
plays, just having a good time.
!201881

ARE U OUT THERE?
Loving, compassionate SF, 51, tall,
attractive, enjoys dancing, music from
classical-contemporary, museums,
travel. ISO SM, for friendship and fun
times.!142579

THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
SF, 24, likes movies, fishing, bowling,
skating and walks along the beach,
seeks a SM, to share these activities
with.!167071

LET’S SHARE OUR LOVE
SBF, 59, 5’5”, cute smile, enjoys
reading, singing and gospel music, in
search of B/WM, 49+, who’s active,
for companionship. !167251

STEPPING OUT
Petite, attractive, 53, SWF, looking to
share common interests : dining,
dancing, theater, museums, and
scenic drives, with SWM, 57-64.
!428059

ALONE TOO LONG
SBF, 69, 5’4”, retired nurse, seeks
attractive, honest, healthy SBM, 64-
70, 5’11”+, N/S, financially secure,
enjoys music, travel. Friendship first.
!848146

BBW ISO OF LOVE
SBF, 39, voluptuous, enjoys flee mar-
kets, movies, shopping and the beach,
searching for a tall, intelligent, funny
B/HM, 35-45 !191417

SEEKING PRINCE CHARMING
SF, 50s, nice, independent, likes com-
edy/romantic movies, seeking a SM,
45-50, for friendship, possibly more.
!197589

LATINO GUY WANTED
SHF, 5’4”, 160lbs, likes traveling and
spanish food, seeking a SHM, 21-35,
N/S, caring, respectful, for friendship,
possibly more. !197832

WAITING FOR MAGIC
SBF, enjoys cooking, movies and
long romantic walks, seeks SBM,
N/S, N/D, with similar interests, for
companionship, friendship and dat-
ing !199132

LOST WITHOUT YOU
SBF, 30, 5’5”, full-figured, likes shop-
ping, walks, dining, movies, good
conversations, seeking SBM, 27-39,
honest, open, handsome, romantic,
possible LTR. !199217

I’M YOUR ANGEL
SHF, 25, 5’6”, hard-worker, likes
dancing, bowling, billiards, seeking a
SM 26-40, outgoing, handsome,
sociable, honest, caring, friendship,
maybe more.!199363

SLEEPLESS IN SI
Seeking nice, kind gentleman, 68-74,
with a heart of gold, that knows how to
treat a lady.!580700

SHARE MY WORLD
Romantic, affectionate SBF, 40, N/S, 5’
3”, 140lbs, enjoys cooking, cuddling,
movies, dancing, ISO SBM, 40-45,
with same interests.!131665

GRAD SCHOOL ONLY
SWPF, 38, attractive, seeking W/HM,
38-49, with above college education,
D/D-free, who likes Salsa dancing,
theater, art and travel.!169885

THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
Cute SHF, 34, 5’6”, seeking a W/HM,
35-40, who enjoys movies, dining,
traveling and sports, for friendship,
fun, possible LTR.!187470

JAMAICAN WOMAN
SBF, Christian, Jamaican, 57, 5’7”,
135lbs, brown complexion, N/S, N/D,
enjoys traveling, ISO compatible SM,
financially secure, Christian, or friend-
ship.!191064

HI THERE
Loving, sociable, employed SWF, 28,
full-figured, enjoys reading, fitness,
more. ISO SWM, to get to know share
the fun. LTR? !192208

ALONE TOO LONG
WIBF, 62, looks younger, attractive,
light complexion, educated, N/S,
warm-hearted, with various interests,
seeks sincere, optimistic widowed or
SW/BM, 59-75. !193600

LOOKING FOR A FRIEND
Down-to-earth, open-minded SF, 37,
likes movies, shopping, reading, times
at home. ISO SM, into the same, for
sharing fun times.!193652

FRIENDSHIP AND FUN
SBF, 56, 5’5”, 145lbs, petite, lovable,
brown eyes, light complexion, ISO lov-
ing, kind, romantic man to share hap-
piness and love.!193702

LET’S ENJOY LIFE TOGETHER
SBF, 58, young retiree, 5’7”, 157lbs,
easygoing, loves dancing, movies,
sports. Seeking SBM, 55-70, N/S,
understanding, fun-loving, romantic,
friendship first. !111331

LET’S TALK
SWF, likes bowling, dining, movies
and good conversations, seeking a
SWM, 60-65, to share these activi-
ties with. !188325

HOW ABOUT IT?
Down-to-earth, outgoing, caring SF,
45, athletic, energetic, good-humored,
loves Mexican food, outdoors, keep-
ing active. ISO SWM, w/similar qual-
ities and interests. !191966

GOOD CHRISTIAN WOMAN
SBCF, 48, likes traveling, reading,
working-out, church, seeking a
SBM, 40-59, who likes the same, to
share interests and companionship.
!188786
SEEKING WONDERFUL PERSON

SAPF, 49, 5’, seeks intelligent, finan-
cially secure, humorous SW/APM, 49-
53, who enjoys travel, outdoor events,
weekend getaways, relaxing at home.
!509608

COMMUNICATIVE
SHF, 52, 5’, 115lbs, N/S, enjoys almost
anything clean and honest, seeks hon-
est, affectionate SHM, 50-65, N/S.
!814282

TAKE A LOOK
SF, 22, funny, gentle, soft-spoken,
looking for a good-hearted man, com-
municative, good listener, to share life,
laughter, happiness.!173729

ATASTE OF HONEY
Cute SHF, 26, enjoys the simple things
in life, seeking a SHM, 27-33, sponta-
neous, open-minded, down-to-earth,
friendship first/more.!190759

SEARCHING FOR YOU
SBF, 59, enjoys dancing, movies, the-
ater, quiet dinners, seeks man, 59-63,
N/S, for companionship, and more.
!115953

LOVE JOY
SBF, full-figured, likes church, con-
certs, home cooking, seeking a SBM,
45-60, who can enjoy the same, for
friendship, maybe more.!192281

WAITING FOR MAGIC
SBF, 34, 5’4”, voluptuous, likes muse-
ums, art galleries, fine dining, theaters,
seeking a W/BM, 35-50, caring, sense
of humor, family-oriented.!191311

ARE YOU OUTTHERE?
SBF, enjoys reading and cruising,
seeking a B/AM, 58-65, honest, fun-
loving, christian a+, for friendship,
maybe more.!191312

WAITING FOR MAGIC
SWF, 48, blond/blue, seeking a SM,
45-56, 6’+, N/S, with old fashioned
values, honest, caring, for compan-
ionship and more. !194016

LET’S GET 2 GETHER
Attractive SBF, 50s, 5’6”, shapely,
passionate, huggable, kissable, and
very lovable. ISO honest, caring
friend/lover to have fun together.
!243077

SELECTIVELY SEEKING
Very romantic, passionate, affection-
ate, green-eyed SF, 45, light com-
plexion, 5’5”, 160lbs, Spanish
descent, enjoys candlelight dinners,
R&B/jazz, travel. Seeking compan-
ionship. !278270

EBONY SEEKS IVORY
SBF, 35, 5’6”, 130lbs, black/brown,
works out, well-educated, seeks WM,
who enjoys the finer things in life.
Possible long-term relationship.
!573012

CHRISTIAN QUEEN
SBCF, 47, 5’9”, medium/slender, sin-
cere, compassionate, enjoys long
walks, music, travel, laughter. Seeking
SBM, with similar likes, 45-55, for LTR.
!665468

LOOKING FOR YOU!
SBPF, middle-aged, 5’2”, 175lbs, salt-
n-pepper hair, likes movies, dining,
quiet evenings, family. Seeking SBM,
55-65, N/S, for possible LTR.
!851417

BRUNETTE
SWF, 49, 5’3”, 125lbs, N/S, works in
advertising, enjoys dining out, danc-
ing, more. Seeking WM, 5o-60, N/S,
with similar interests.!862684

GIRL OF YOUR DREAMS
Energetic WiWF, blonde/blue, good
shape, loves dancing, walking,
Broadway, traveling. Seeking active,
youthful, SWM 57-70, N/S, for new
interests, more.!968687

SOMEONE TO LOVE
SHF, 57, 5’1”, 136lbs, N/S, outgoing,
warm, enjoys music, dancing, travel,
dining out. Seeking SW/HM, 54-58,
LTR. Westchester, NY area.
!992533

CALL ME
SWF, 73, loves music, fun, ISO WM,
50-80, for friendship first.!995457

ATTRACTIVE LADY
SF, 37, 5’7’’, 120lbs, bronze complex-
ion, enjoys dining, movies, theater,
museums, traveling. Seeking SM, 40-
50, similar interests, for possible LTR.
!120221

SERIOUS ONLY
SBF, 49, 5’ 9”, 160lbs, seeks SM, 30-
55, for a fun and lasting relationship.
!123761

SOULMATE WANTED
SBF, 58, attractive, loving, enjoys
sociable events, cooking, playing
chess. Seeking a SM, 59-64, for
companionship, good times and
more. !181156

LET’S GET TOGETHER
SBF, 59, slender, loves sports, yoga,
dancing, traveling. Seeking honest,
humorous, generous, sensitive, B/HM,
50-66, N/S, for friendship, maybe
more.!157230

THE BEGINNING
39yr. old, Hispanic cutie, N/S, looking
for understanding H/WM, 33-42, N/S,
D/D-free, independent, for sharing of
conversations, dates and more.
!158555

DUCHESS COUNTY
SBF, 49, 400lbs, D/D-free, dressmak-
er/designer, semi-retired, kind and
loyal, looking for similar, easygoing
gentleman to share life, laughter, LTR.
!174531

SEEKS LOVING MAN
Latin lady, 40, looking for a good-
hearted, strong, honest man, 35+, mil-
itary/law enforcement A+, to share
happiness and lasting love.!123076

LOVER OF NATURE
SWF, 54, 5’6”, attractive, seeking a
SWPM, 45-55, educated, for sharing
of conversations, dates, fun and more.
!197193

SIMPLY PUT
SHF, 53, N/S, youthful, seeks SHM,
50-57, who enjoys movies, dining,
dancing, walking, and good conversa-
tion.!127294

SOUTHERN BELLE
SBF, 52, full-figured, N/S, loves chil-
dren, dining, bowling, seeks BM, 45-
62, to possibly start a family with.
!130265

LOOKING FOR YOU
Honest, sincere SBF, 38, N/S, loves
cooking, traveling, reading, seeks BM,
35-40, N/S, for LTR.!133625

RIGHT HERE WAITING
SBF, 59, 5’5”, seeking a W/BM, 49-70,
N/S, who likes shopping, movies,
romantic walks and dining, for friend-
ship, maybe more.!193843

SOMEONE SPECIAL
SBF, 44, N/S, seeks outgoing, ener-
getic, positive man, 35-55, N/S, stable,
for friendship, maybe more.!139256

ALL OF OUR TOMORROW
Italian female, widow, late 50’s, in good
shape, 5’5”, 130lbs, great SOH, warm,
caring, ISO SWM, 57-63.!141566

SPECIAL SOMEONE
SBF, 46, Leo, N/S, works out, loves
movies, music, seeks WM, 42-50, N/S,
attractive, D/D-free, fun-loving, no
games, possible LTR. !110098

SPARKS 2 FIRE
59-year-old SWF, salt-n-pepper/
brown, 5’3”, seeks SWM, 5’9”-6’2”, 59-
63, N/S, someone warm, caring and
down-to-earth.!149185

ARE YOU THE ONE?
Warm-hearted SF, 70, looking for a
nice man to share happiness, laugh-
ter and possible LTR. I enjoy dancing,
movies, cooking. !160997

SEEKING A WARM HEART
Sociable, bright woman, 58, loves
opera, classical music. Seeking
classy, kind, gentle man, to share life
and all it offers. !161019

DO YOU LIKE CHOCOLATE?
SBF, 28, 5’4”, likes to have fun, bowl-
ing, movies, seeking a genuine, hon-
est man, for friendship, romance,
possible LTR. !163492

A TASTE OF HONEY
SF, 31, 5’10”, slim, loves eating
Pizza, seeks a tall, SWM, 35-40, fun-
loving, serious-minded and honest,
to share life with.!164474

ARE U OUT THERE?
DWF, 58, youthful, educated, em-
ployed, sentimental; romantic, friendly,
fun-loving, enjoys bach walks, movies,
dining, fun times. ISO compatible, car-
ing gentleman.!165879

THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
SF, 46, 5’6”, brown/hazel, slender,
sense of humor, enjoys dining out,
shopping, romantic walks, seeks SM,
38-50, friendship/more.!171466

WAITING ON YOU
SWF, 60, petite, caring, kind-hearted,
enjoys shopping, church, cooking,
seeking companionship in a gentle-
man, 50-70, N/S, honest, genuine,
possible LTR.!176445

TAKE A CHANCE
Attractive, caring SBF, 57, 5’5”, medi-
um build, N/S, loves travel, nature, the-
ater, dining, quiet times. ISO someone
with same interests. !178846

WANT TO HAVE FUN
SBF, 26, 5’2”, likes basketball, bowl-
ing and skating. Seeking a SBM, 25-
33, to spend time with. Let’s get
together. !183779

LOOKING FOR A FRIEND
Open-minded SF, 42, enjoys all types
of movies, good company, jazz, day
trips, seafood, quiet times. Seeking
compatible, warm-hearted gentle-
man. !185705

HEALTHY MAN
SBM, 59, 5’ 8”, 192lbs, N/S, seeks
BM, 52-67, for LTR. !110477

TAKE A LOOK
SM, 36, 5’11”, 185lbs, blond/green,
fit, fun-loving, cool. ISO similar lady
friend to get to know, share friend-
ship and fun. !201816

CAN YOU MAKE MY HEART...
skip a beat? SB/HM, 54-years-old,
muscular build, seeks slim/attractive
HF, 38-62, enjoys candlelight din-
ners, soft music, honest, passionate,
sincere, LTR. !857475

LOOKING FOR LOVE
Handsome, honest BM, 50, 5’10”,
200lbs, enjoys church, cooking, long
walks, old movies, quiet evenings.
Seeking SWF, with similar interests.
!167192

GOOD LOOKING..
SHM, 21, 5’10”, 150lbs, hard-worker,
student, seeking a B/HF, 18-30, to
spend time with.!200788

SIMPLE
SBM, 28, open-minded, spontaneous,
likes movies, shooting pool, more.
Seeking sweet, sexy lady to share the
good times in life. !201577

HONEST AND AFFECTIONATE
SBPM, 42, 6’4”, 220lbs, N/S,
N/Drugs, bodybuilder, ISO SF, 20-45,
with/without kids, for monogamous
relationship, love and happiness.
!482361

BE MY SOULMATE
SWM, 66, seeking down to earth
lady to share our interests, someone
to be my friend, my lover, for LTR.
!116185

C HOW ABOUT ME?
SM, 65, blond/blue, 5’9”. Seeking
nice, affectionate, fun woman, 57-65,
for friendship, fine dining, theater, fun
times, maybe romance. Manhattan.
!110500

ROMANTIC, OLD-FASHIONED
SHM, 51, 5’11”, Libra, loving, affec-
tionate, romantic, caring, N/S, seek-
ing a slim woman, 35-45, with same
interest, possible LTR. !196980

LET’S MAKE IT HAPPEN
SM, enjoys movies, shopping, rom-
antic dinners and fishing, seeking a
A/WF, 38-42, with similar interests,
for companionship, romance and
more. !197233

DINNER FOR TWO
SWM, 40, seeking a SHF, 25-45,
slender, good sense of humor, who
enjoys parks, sightseeing, romantic
dinners and good conversations.
!199310

BIG TEDDY BEAR
SHM, 48, 6’2”, enjoys motorcycles,
boating, romantic dinners, traveling,
seeking a caring, honest SF, 20-40,
independent, friendship first, possi-
ble LTR. !199372

TRY ME!
SBM, enjoys bowling, baseball,
movies, barbecues and dining, seek-
ing a SBF, 26+, outgoing, cheerful,
honest, for friendship, possible LTR.
!200773

LET’S PLAY BALL
SWM, 50, blond/green, slim/athletic
build, enjoys classic rock and most
movies. Seeking fit, fun, outgoing
female for friendship, possibly more.
!951436

NICE GUY
SWM, 46, Italian, 6’1”, medium-
build, N/S, brown/brown, enjoys trav-
el, dining, beach, sports, seeks SF,
25+, for good times. Race unimpor-
tant.!117099

ITALIAN-AMERICAN
Loving SM, 59, looks younger, black/
brown, old-fashioned values, who
knows how to treat a lady right, ISO
Special, warm-hearted woman.
!126555

GIVE ME A TRY
SWPM, 50, 5’11’’, brown/brown,
enjoys dancing, movies, romantic
evenings at home, dining. Seeking SF,
age/race open.!207301

A FREE SPIRIT
Affectionate, adorable SWM, 5’11”,
185lbs, dark/blue, very attractive,
many interests. Seeking affectionate,
attractive, shapely woman, 35-55, for
laughs, possible LTR. !265248

TAKING IT EASY
SWM, 45, likes sporting events,
walking, seeks man, 25-50, with
same qualities, and has various inter-
ests. !967598

WILL U BE MINE
SWM, 57, 6’1”, brown/blue, caring,
trustworthy, enjoys comedy/mystery
movies and dining, seeks a SWF, 62+,
for friendship first, possible LTR.
!177620

CALL ME!
SHM, 26, 5’9”, slim, likes home-cook-
ing, simple times. Seeking a H/AF, 20-
49, attractive, fun, for friendship, possi-
bly more.!178040

ARE YOU FULL-FIGURED
SHM, 36, 5’7”, caring, handsome, in
search of a W/HF, 33-42, voluptuous,
kind, honest, understanding, for friend-
ship, possibly more.!178294

EASYGOING, FUN 2 BE WITH
Fit, financially secure SWM, enjoys
boating, dining, sunsets, the outdoors.
Seeking a SF, 45-55, with similar inter-
ests, for companionship, more.
!179425

CARING WOMAN WANTED
SBM, 46, 6’1”, open-minded, enjoys
sports, flee markets, fishing, seeking a
SBF, 32-42, with similar interest, for
friendship, possible LTR.!182409

SENSITIVE GUITAR PLAYER
SWM, 54, plays tennis and guitar, car-
ing, honest, seeking a woman, 28-
47, sensitive, with various interest, for
friendship, possible LTR.!183894

LOOKING FOR MY SOULMATE
SBM, 28, 5’10”, likes movies, playing
billiards and reading, seeking a SWF,
18-33, to enjoys these activities with
and more. !185560

H LET’S MEET
Educated, successful SBPM, 51, N/S,
enjoys music. Seeking SB/HF, 42-55,
N/S, with slim-regular build, who likes
to travel and explore.!352470

SINGLE KIND GENTLEMAN
SWM, 60s, N/S, outgoing, flexible,
enjoys dining. Seeking kind SF, 35-64,
with similar interests, with children,
possible LTR. Lower Westchester.
!461102

LET’S HIT THE SHORE
SHM, 44, 5’9”, 165lbs, athletic build,
clean-shaven, Leo, large family, chef,
loves food. Seeking similar SHF, 30-
40, LTR, SOH. !507040

SUMMER COMING
SWM, 52, 5’10”, 170lbs, non-smok-
er, blue-collar worker, loves movies,
motorcycles. Seeking WF, 38-50,
non-smoker, fit, financially secure.
Westchester, Putnam, Dutchess.
!852123

SEEKING A WOMAN OF LOVE
SBM, 45, 6’, 225lbs, N/S, looking for
monogamous relationship with a full-
figured woman, 37-52, N/S. Race
unimportant. Please no games.
!146568

GOT THE TIME?
SWM, 47, clean-shaven, brown/blue,
enjoys bicycle riding, galleries and
museums. Seeking SF, 39-50, for
companionship and casual fun.
Nassau county.!148849

SEEKING COMPANIONSHIP
SBM 59, 6’2”, 235lbs, nice looking.
Enjoys listening to music, going to
event, restaurants. Seeking a female
for friendship/companionship 47-59.
!990812

I HOPE YOU’RE IT
SWM, 40, likes the Beatles, seeks WF,
35-45, for possible LTR.!112741

HOPE IT’S YOU
Friendly SWM, 43, 5’9”, 140lbs, outgo-
ing, honest, affectionate, likes sports,
movies, theater, night life, seeks simi-
lar lady for friendship, fun.!118471

WELL-BUILT
SWM, 38, seeks muscular female,
who’s into bodybuilding or weightlift-
ing, for fun times and possible rela-
tionship. !508384

SOMEONE FOR YOU
Very active WiWM, 66, 5’7”, 165lbs,
easygoing, kind, N/S, seeks SWF, 54-
62, warm, caring, attractive, for dating
possible LTR.Westchester !988330

GENTLEMAN SEEKS WIFE
DBPM, 53, Aquarius, 5’6’’, good
SOH, loves street fares, amusement
parks, travel, dining, salsa dancing.
Seeking S/DPF, 37-53, N/S, D/D-
free. !538354

SEEKING SOMEONE SPECIAL
SWM, 41, Italian police officer, N/chil-
dren, N/S, enjoys dining out, motor-
cycles, movies, music, sharing quiet
times. Seeking SF, 30-50, LTR.
!894264

LET’S TALK
Loving, kind, commitment-minded
SBM, 46, outgoing, honest, ISO sweet
lady with kids A+, to share the good
times in life.!189540

CHOCOLATE TEDDY BEAR
SBM, 40, 6’1”, 240lbs, very affection-
ate, romantic, enjoys movies, sports.
Seeking honest, caring, affectionate
SB/HF, 30-40.!801111

LOOKING FOR A FRIEND
SM, 37, 6’, 175lbs, brown/brown,
looking for a sweet woman, who’s
nice and knows how to have a good
time. !199704

RURAL NEW JERSEY
SWM, 60, 6’2”, seeks down-to-earth
AF, 35-50, with a nice figure, who
enjoys the outdoors.!978764

FUN TIMES
SHM, 6’, black/brown, likes the
beach, movies and more, seeking a
SM, 23-55, for friendship, maybe
more if compatible. !197782

LOVE HAPPENS
Quiet, shy SWM, 49, Sagittarius,
N/S, seeks fit GWPM, muscular,
masculine, 35-45, N/S, for friendship,
possible romance. !774114

GOOD TIMES AND MORE
SWM, 48, CD, 150lbs, 5’3”, would
like to meet a gentleman, 25-60, hon-
est, caring, healthy, for friendship and
casual fun.!177156

LET’S HAVE FUN
SAM, mid 50s, seeks SM, N/S, for din-
ner dates, conversation, movies and
scenic walks, looking for companion-
ship and casual fun.!156053

ONLYYOU
Monogamous GWM, 55, mustache,
healthy, 6’0”, 140lbs, very affectionate,
seeks very thin monogamous GWM,
25-59, who needs a caring lifemate.
!170273

RIGHT HERE WAITING
Handsome SBM, 40, 5’9”, clean-cut,
likes cooking, dining and sports, seek-
ing a SWM, 25+, dominant, for friend-
ship and casual fun.!199218

MAN IN UNIFORM
GBM, 6’, 183lbs, athletic, seeks man
in uniform, transit worker, military or
city worker for LTR. Be 6’ or taller.
!908426

NYC’S FINEST
SBF, 27, 5’4’, 155lbs, searching for
SBF, 23-27, who enjoys cuddling,
movies, walks and being romanced,
for friendship, possible LTR.!198876

LOOKING FOR YOU
SBF, 42, 5’ 7”, N/S, attractive, seeks
SGBF, 35-50, N/S, for friendship, pos-
sibly more.!995490

DON’T BE ALONE
SBF, 39, 5’11”, funny, genuine, seek-
ing an outgoing, goal-oriented
woman, 25-45, who likes cooking,
long walks the beach and nature.
!188955

CALL SOON!
SBF, 39, 5’6”, enjoys movies, dining
and relaxing cuddling on the couch,
seeking a SF, 27-42, for friendship,
possibly more.!197413

LOTS OF FUN
SBF, 25, 5’7”, attractive, outgoing, lov-
able, enjoys movies, comedy clubs
and walks, seeking a woman, 25-33,
goal-oriented, caring, for friendship.
!197498

LET’S TALK
SBF, 26, 5’5”, slender, seeking a pas-
sionate, kind, romantic B/HF, 21-27,
who enjoys music, movies and playing
billiards.!198279

GIVE ME A CALL
SBF, 42, employed, N/S, independent,
seeking a SBF, 35+, confident, N/S,
feminine, for friendship first, possible
LTR. No head games/drama.
!198618

HEY LADIES
Loving, sweet woman, 26, 5’8”,
142lbs, outspoken, enjoys R&B/soul,
acting, theater, friends. ISO similar
lady, slim-medium build, to share
friendship/relationship.!193718

ARE YOU OUT THERE?
Cute HF, 21, 5’5”, full-figured, attrac-
tive, sweet, honest, hard-worker,
loyal, fun-loving, good humored,
seeks a SWF, 18-26, with same qual-
ities. !176992

WOMEN SEEKING MEN

Ready to meet great new people?

MEN SEEKING WOMEN

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

0606

*There is no charge for registration. Each message of your conversation
costs 99¢.Standard text messaging rates/other charges may apply.

Instant gratification!
Chat with someone local...RIGHT NOW

Be the center of attention

CALL 212.419.0006 or TEXT “dntxt” to 23578*
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